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guided walking tour on the
following page
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https://www.myfreerangefamily.com/chichen-itza-self-guided-tour/
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Starting the tour at the ticket office, follow the path which leads straight. This pathway is
both the entry and exit point. It leads though a small forest for a couple hundred metres,
before emerging into the large central grassed area to the western side of (#1) The Temple
of Kukulcan / El Castillo.

We recommend that you make a quick 360 walk around (#1) The Temple of Kukulcan / El
Castillo. It tends to be quieter on the opposite side of the Pyramid, and if you're visiting
early in the morning, the rising sun is behind you which makes for better photos.

When you've taken your photos of El Castillo head towards the (#2) Great Ball Court
passing the Temple of the Jaguars on your way. You'll enter the ball court from its
southern end, walking on through to the Temple of the Bearded Man at its northern end.

Exit the northern end of the ball court to your right and walk towards the (#3) Platform of
Skulls. Next up, make your way to the Platform of Venus.

From the Platform of Venus head north along the road, between the many art and craft
vendors. This path leads through the jungle towards the (#4) Sacred Cenote.

After the cenote make a U-turn and head back down the same path. As you come back out
to the central grassed area turn left. Then make your way to the Temple of the Tables and
next to this is the (#5) Temple of Warriors.

Carrying on in the clockwise direction from the Temple of the Warriors head south
following the impressive (#6) Group of a Thousand Columns. Part way down the rows you
will find a path that cuts between the columns on your left. Take this path which will bring
you out into a large shaded area with the columns continuing on your left. This area form
the group of a thousand columns and the Market Place.

Navigate the area, in the same way following a clockwise direction and looping back to the
same point you entered.  Once you have exited the Group of a Thousand Columns, turn left
again following the path to Xtoloc Cenote.
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From Xtoloc cenote turn back on yourself and find the path leading left or west towards
the Ossuary or the High Priestess Temple. 

Continue south down the path through the jungle which will emerge out into another large
grassed area with the (#7) Observatory / El Caracol on your left.  

Follow the path south which will bring you around to the (#8) The Church and the Nunnery.
Next up, make your way back up to El Caracol but take the path on your left which leads to
the Red House and the Deer Temple. These structures are found in a smaller grassed area
and are the last sight on our list.

To get back, you must return to El Caracol, then exit via the same main path you entered
from towards the ticket office.

https://www.chichenitza.com/venus-platform

